


Euforia is a tribute for their 25th anniversary and has 
some new songs and some old ones in a recorded 
version.  The album will be available thru Potencial 
Hardcore
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CTHC,KOB RECORDS, PIRATES PRESS, CASIAN AND 3 CEASURI RELE,
PARCHEZ CA UN BOU, CORO AXA VALAHA, SCANDAL, VERDE URBAN,
OLD JUNKS CONSTANTA, PUERCO PUNK, IORISKA, RANDY AND REBEL
TIME RECORDS, HELLCAT RECORDS, CONSTANTIANA, RENE FROM
DRA, FELIX AND FLIX RECORDS, SBAM, INFEZTADO,LUIS FROM IORISKA, 
LA VICTORY STORE GUADALAJARA.
ALL THE GOOD LABELS AND BANDS THAT WE HAVE PROMOTED
ACROSS THE YEARS. ALWAYS STAY YOURSELF!

Oi you!. Here is our number 52 a small promo 
pdf edition. I have been busy to put it out for 
this month, hopefully we will come back in 
Summer with new interviews and promos 
but until then, like I always say: stay rude, 
stay rebel. Now the concerts will get back to 
normal (I hope) and I am waiting as well for 
some nice bands to release something for 
this year…so all in all good start of the year, 
let’s hope for the best until the end. This zine 
is a free pdf for everybody but if you enjoy it 
and you want to buy me a coffee here is the 
address: paypal.me/cojocearo. Have a good 
time and hopefully we will read each other 
soon. 

MirceONE - February 2022 - Guadalajara, 
Mexico

Whether youre going 
through fear, whether 
youre going through 
pain, or whether 
youre going through 
anything, love is the 
best healer and the 
most powerful thing 
in the world. 

MIKE NESS-SOCIAL DISTORTION



With more than 20 years Comeback Kid 
still is fresh. Heavy steps is out and is a 
blast. It has been 5 years since their last 
album, The Outsider and the band is 
still strong. This is their 9th album and 
has 11 tracks and is released by Nuclear 
Blast. Hardcore old school meets new 
school and punk influences and some 
awesome featuring like Joe Duplantier 
from Gojira and JJ Peter from Deez 
Nuts. Grab your copy today! 

TRACKLIST 
01. Heavy Steps
02. No Easy Way Out
03. Face The Fire
04. Crossed (feat. Joe Duplantier)
05. Everything Relates (feat. JJ)
06. Dead On The Fence
07. Shadow Of Doubt
08. True To Form
09. In Between
10. Standstill
11. Menacing Weight

Christophe Saunerie puts together a 
classic Toy Dolls collection but arranged 
for a jazz ensemble. It is really awesome 
as is a nice mix. The album will be out 
from Secret Records and you need to 
pay it a listen. As a fan of Toy Dolls I really 
like this approach . 

Tracklist:
1. Intro
2. We?re Mad
3. Benny The Boxer
4. Carol Dodds Is Pregnant
5. Glenda And The Test Tube Baby
6. Idle Gossip
7. She Goes To Fino
8. Deirdre?s A Slag
9. I Tried To Trust Tracey
10. There?s A Trollop Up Elmwood Street
11. Melancholy Margaret
12. Harry?s Hand
13. Dougy Giro
14. Dig That Groove Baby
15. Outro



Millencolin will release for the first time on 
vinyl their original release from 1999, The 
Melancholy Collection, the 21 songs that 
are like a best of from albums and EP’s like: 
Use Your Nose from 1993, Skauch EP from 
1995, Da Strike the single from 1995 and 
covers from artists like: Operation Ivy, The 
Police, Descendents or Desmond Dekker. 
The original album was released by Burning 
Hearts and Epitaph and now again in a 
deluxe presentation for the fans. Long story 
short: you have the first two EP’s, Bsides from 
their singles and rare and unreleased tracks 
all packed nice. So grab your copy and sing 
along. The band since if formation in 1992 in 
Sweden they remain at the sound that we 
like, skate punk and honest punk rock.

Klasse Kriminale I don’t need to tell you 
nothing about them. They formed back in 
1985 in Italy and they are icons for the ska/
punk scene over the world. The latest material 
is a split with Jenny Woo and is released by 
Randale Records. Grab your copy today. And 
you will hear Jenny sings in Italian along with 
Marco. The split has a Camallo version from 
live session in Berlin and a new version of Oi! È 
UNA LEGA MONDIALE. 

Tracklist:
Side A
1. We are one
2. Oi! E una lega mondiale
Side B
1. Unknown heroes
2. Camallo (live @ SO36 Berlin)





Hey guys, some amazing news from our 
friends from Scandal Street Punk 
SCANDAL - ‘A Handful of Punk & Oi!’ 
5-way split LP 2022.  An international 
split LP with 5 bands: Scandal from UK/
Romania / Subalternos from Brazil / 
Royal Oi! from Scotland / One Voice from 
Germany and Bastardes from Sweden. 
Vinyl 180 grams in 5 color variations. 
The LP will be released by the german 
label Sunny Bastards Records and in 
Romania will be available at Axa Valaha 
Productions check their page for orders 
and prices in Romania (90RON + taxes) or 
mail at axa666@yahoo.com. Cheers.

Buster Shuffle are back with the new 
album. The same style of ska and punk 
n roll mix made in London. The band 
formed in 2007 and they share the stage 
with great names like: The Interupters, 
Less Than Jake, Mad Caddies, Madness, 
The Selecter or The Beat. Go Steady will 
be released this March and have 10 tracks 
in the ska style and the single Sucker 
Punch Blues from 2021. The album will be 
out at Do Nothing Records, the band own 
label.



Russkaja the multi cultural squad is back with Chronicles that will be available on 
25th February on Napalm Records /SBAM. The band has more than 15 years of 
activity and if you are a fan of Dubioza, Gogol Bordello or Culture Shock mixes then 
for sure you will love them. The band formed in Austria (yes Georgij Makazaria the 

vocalist is Russian) in 2008 and they play a turbo polka metal as they say…well more like a 
mix of everything that we like from ska, to punk to metal and gypsy influences.  So grab 
your dancing shoes and vodka bottle and start to dance.



I want to write something more personal, so in this number I am gonna write a bit about The 
Offspring. Yes I know…not so punk rock, but still I did enjoy their old albums and must say that they 
always have been around. Formed in 1984 in Garden Grove, under the name Manic Subsidal, they 
change later the name in Offspring. More than 38 years of music and mostly the same line up (well 
besides Ron and Greg that they left). First I heard them on Ixnay On The Hombre with Gone Away 
and All I Want…yes this album was released in 1997, one year before the mega hit Americana and 
two years after Ignition and Smash. I got in love with them and to be honest they were always in my 
top, but for some reason I drop them after Conspiracy Of One in 2000 and just listen some songs but 
that was all, so now I got the chance to listen to Let The Bad times roll and to be honest it is a good 
album. I still remember that in the 2001 I think in Romania was a small book about The Offspring 
from “Cartea de Nisip” I think it was edited in the same time with Korn and I remember being in my 
city, Constanta, and the book was on sale in Pheonix Club and as well there you could by their cd’s. 
So enough with the memories for now…see you next number maybe with The Vandals. Cheers



This is a re-edit version from their 1998 EP Going Steady, that was released by Burning Heart 
Records. So this is a deluxe pack with two LP’s, the first one with 12 tracks and the 2nd one 
with 13 tracks. The version includes their EP Visions in full and b sides and early singles from 
various compilations and as well covers from: Circle Jerks, Dead Kennedys, Hard Ons, Misfits 
and more. The band formed in 1991 In Sweden and they are next to Millencolin some legends 
fro the Swedish punk scene. Their name is coming from Sex Pistols version of No Fun 
(original from The Stooges) and the last part from Sick Of It All band, pretty nice eh?





Hi guys, some amazing news from Ultra Bomb, they will release their new material Time 
To Burn. This is the debut album from the band formed by members : Greg Norton 
(Hüsker Dü)Finny McConnell (The Mahones)Jamie Oliver (U.K. Subs) so you know is punk 
rock the way should be. The album is already on Pre-Sale on the band web and the first 
50 people to order will receive a lyrics sheet hand signed and numbered by Greg Norton.




